All classes are continuing their Dr Seuss inspired works of art. Some of these will be displayed around the school and in the foyer at the Seussical in December. The last few weeks will involve some Christmas craft.

**Foundation:** Students will finish off their hot air balloons inspired by ‘Oh, the Places You’ll Go!’ They will make a Colourful Truffula trees collage. They are learning about the colour wheel: warm, cool and complementary colours.

**Year 1:**
Students are completing their Seuss landscapes using complementary colours + one other colour. They will make a colourful Truffula trees artwork using printing with stamps, revising colour schemes on the colour wheel.

**Year 2:**
Students will be painting a background for their paper mache hot air balloon - a place they’d like to go! They will use a colour schemes from the colour wheel to paint a Seuss landscape.

**Year 3:**
After exploring repeating patterns, students will be completing a Seuss sock with complementary colours. Inspired by ‘The Lorax’ they will make a Lorax and truffula tree collage.

**Year 4:**
Students will be learning some stitchery - how to do running stitch and sew on buttons on hessian in complementary colours to make a Whoville character sock. Using a monochromatic colour scheme, students will paint truffula trees in a picture that also uses perspective.

**Year 5:**
Students will complete their wire and stocking Seuss sculpture by mixing their own colours. They will use clay to make a Christmas dove.

**Year 6:**
Students glaze their Clay Whoville house. They will draw Seuss characters and pictures on bunting for display.